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A new transport mechanism in non-homogeneous turbulent tokamak plasmas is studied 

with an integrated predictive transport code ASTRA. The paleoclassical electron thermal 

transport caused by the diffusion of magnetic field lines that carry equilibrated electrons 

[J.D. Callen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94 (2005) 055002] along with the anomalous transport 

induced by plasma turbulence can provide major contributions to the electron thermal 

fluxes at the plasma edge in tokamaks. In this study, the new paleoclassical analytical  

theory is verified in a model for the H-mode pedestal and edge localized modes (ELMs) 

developed at Lehigh University [A.Y. Pankin et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 47 

(2005) 483].  The model is applied to a series of DIII-D and JET discharges. In particular, 

the DIII-D discharge  98889 with well-resolved pedestal profiles is selected for detailed 

comparison with simulation results.  In this report, the effect of paleoclassical transport 

on the electron temperature profiles is studied. The paleoclassical model is verified 

against the experimental data. Possible improvements to the model are suggested.  
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Introduction 

 The main object of my research was to improve and better understand the models 

used in the ASTRA integrated modeling code that describe how a plasma behaves inside 

a tokamak.  More specifically, the objective was aimed at the transport model which 

determines how heat flows through the plasma.  The major area of interest was the edge 

of the plasma.  In tokamak discharges that are referred to as high mode (H-mode) a steep 

gradient develops at the edge of the temperature profile.  The steep gradient region is 

referred to as the pedestal.  As the pedestal builds up, the edge gradient becomes steeper 

and the plasma can become unstable, causing a sudden drop in plasma pressure.  This 

instability is referred to as an Edge Localized Mode (ELM).   

The most important aspects of the radially dependent profiles addressed by the 

work carried out were ion and electron temperature pedestal heights, pedestal widths, and 

pedestal shape in H-mode discharges.  By examining the temperature at 95% of the minor 

radius over a time span one can watch the cyclic drop in temperature that results from 

ELMs.  The frequency and effect of these ELMs were the other major results recorded 

from simulations.  The simulation results were compared with experimental data from the 

DIII-D tokamak in San Diego and the JET tokamak in Europe. 

A large part of the effort was concentrated on the electron diffusivity equation in 

which terms were added, reduced, and sometimes removed in order to determine the 

effect of each term.  A major emphasis was put into the paleoclassic [
i
,
ii
] model and the 

neoclassical model.  Since the paleoclassic model is a fairly new idea, a new subroutine 

was written by Dr. Bateman in order to implement it into the diffusivity equation.  
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This paper is separated into 6 sections and 5 appendices.  The goals established 

overall are set in section one.  Section two describes an initial set of research using Astra 

5.  The third section lists the goals dealing with improvements to the transport models 

and the discharges that were simulated.  Next, changes to the transport models are 

described in section four.  Section five holds an account of simulations accompanied by 

the analysis of the temperature profiles’ sensitivities to each constituent of the thermal 

transport model.  Finally, the last section details the move into Astra 6 and updated 

transport models.  Appendix I lists simulations in Astra 5 for testing the sensitivity to 

different parameters and describes how the model file was set up in each case. In 

Appendix II, Callen’s paleoclassic model is described.  Appendix III describes a utility I 

created to analyze the data from simulations.  The fsa1c10 model filed used in the latest 

simulations using Astra 6 is given in Appendix IV.  Finally, in Appendix V is the most 

current version of the paleoclassic model subroutine used in simulations, paleo_2d.f.  

1:  Project Objectives 

 The purpose of this research is to use computer simulations to predict temperature 

profiles in tokamaks.  The main objective is to improve the transport models used in the 

Astra integrated modeling code so that the edge of the temperature profile matches more 

closely with experimental data.  As stated previously, data from the DIII-D tokamak in 

San Diego is used to compare with simulation results.  By comparing temperature 

profiles with experimental data, it is possible to determine which models work better and 

how different models work in each simulation.  The foremost model that is tested is the 

paleoclassic transport model. The paleoclassical model, along with the ETG model, is 

under debate in the field.  Many physicists do not believe that the transport behaves as 
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described by these models.  An objective of this research was to provide one source of 

evidence for or against these models.   

 

Figure 1: DIII-D tokamak at General Atomics in Sand Diego. 

 

 A reference simulation was established as a starting point before attempting to test 

and improve the new components of the transport model.  Figures 2A and 2B show the 

results of simulations that were carried out by Chris MacDonald in 2004.  These 

simulations were used as the starting point.  Each panel in Fig.2 shows the respective 

temperature (keV) as a function of minor radius (meters).  The edge of the ion 

temperature profile is shown in Figure. 2A, and the edge of the electron temperature 

profile is shown in Fig. 2B.  It can be seen that the temperature profiles at the very edge 

of the plasma have a very steep gradient caused by flow shear “chopping up” the 

convection cells that transport heat.  The regions of the temperature profiles with steep 

gradients are referred to as the pedestal.  To produce this simulation, the initial ion and 

electron temperatures were both read in from the experimental file, along with the 

electron density and the safety factor (q) profiles, which are held fixed for all time steps.  
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By reading in the q profile, the plasma current density is therefore held constant 

throughout the simulation.   

Also, multiple coefficients were manually entered into the model file.  The 

electron and ion heating coefficients were both set too high and were thus dropped to 1.0.  

The impurity for the discharges used for comparison is carbon, so the impurity ion charge 

was set to 6.0.  The input coefficients for the ion and electron resistive ballooning flow 

shear functions were 3000 and 1000 respectively.  A coefficient of 0.8 was placed to 

reduce the effect of the ETG diffusivity term, ETG, on the total diffusivity.  Finally, the 

input for the critical pressure gradient in the alpha_bal_c.f subroutine was set to 4.7.  The 

pedestal heights are both approximately correct, but because of the steep gradient, the 

electron temperature pedestal predicted by the simulation is narrower than the 

corresponding experimental data.   
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Figure 2A:  Outer 15% of ion temperature (keV) as a function of minor radius (meters).  The 

continuous curve represents simulated data while the circles are data points taken from DIII-D 

discharge 98889. 

 
Figure 2B:  Outer 15% of electron temperature (keV) as a function of minor radius (meters).  The 

continuous curve represents simulated data while the circles are data points taken from DIII-D 

discharge 98889. 

 

 Using this simulation as a starting point, new simulations were carried out with 

changes in the electron thermal transport model in an attempt to produce a closer fit with 

the experimental data.  It was expected that simulations utilizing the paleoclassic model 

would produce a wider electron temperature pedestal which would provide a better match 

with experimental data.  While providing a wider pedestal, the paleoclassic model should 

produce a similar pedestal height and a shape that more closely resembles experimental 

data. 

2:  Initial Simulations 
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To implement the paleoclassical model, a term described as peleo was inserted 

into the electron diffusivity equation.  The total electron thermal diffusivity, e, consists 

of the sum of thermal diffusivities driven by different physical processes.     

e  = FITG * ITG + FRB * RB + NC + ETG + paleo 

where the paleoclassic and other models were tested.  Results are shown in Figures 3A 

and 3B for a simulation using the simplest implementation of the paleoclassic model in 

the file paleo_0.f, and in this simulation the ETG model is removed by multiplying the 

term ETG by 0. 

 

Figure 3A:  Outer 15% of ion temperature (keV) as a function of minor radius (meters).  The 

continuous curve represents simulated data while the circles are data points taken from DIII-D 

discharge 98889. 
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Figure 3B:  Outer 15% of electron temperature (keV) as a function of minor radius (meters).  The 

continuous curve represents simulated data while the circles are data points taken from DIII-D 

discharge 98889. 

 

 Note that the ion temperature profile shown in Fig. 3A did not change appreciably 

relative to the results of the reference simulation shown in Fig. 3A.  The paleoclassic 

model was only implemented for the electron diffusivity, as it does not affect the ions 

directly.  However, there is a definite improvement in the agreement between the 

simulation and experimental data with the paleoclassic mode turned on and the ETG 

mode turned off.  In the new simulation, as shown in Fig. 3B relative to the reference 

simulation shown in Fig. 2B, the electron temperature pedestal has approximately the 

correct height, the width is wider, and the shape agrees more closely with experimental 

data.   

 In addition to the ion and electron temperature as a function of plasma radius, the 

edge temperature change as a function of time is compared with experimental data.  The 
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profile in Fig. 4 shows the temperature at 95% of the plasma radius, or less than 4 

centimeters from the plasma edge, as a function of time.  Every time the temperature 

drops suddenly there is an ELM crash which is triggered when the average pressure 

gradient rises above a critical value.  

 
Figure 4:  Ion and electron temperatures (keV) at 95% of the plasma radius as a function of time in 

seconds.  The sharp drops in temperature indicate an ELM crash. 

 

 It is apparent from the simulation shown in Fig. 3 that, after each ELM crash, the 

temperature builds back up to approximately the same level it was before.  As this 

happens cyclically, it creates a pattern where one can measure the ELM frequency or 

period.  The simulation results in Fig. 4 yield an ELM period of 25 milliseconds after the 

system reaches a sort of steady state after one or two ELM crashes.  The experimental 

data from discharge 98889 of the DIII-D tokamak indicates an observed ELM period of 

just 16-18 milliseconds.  The simulation value is not very far off of this, once again 
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confirming that the model is producing simulations that behave relatively similar to the 

discharge inside of the tokamak. 

3:  Looking at Changes in Transport Models and Sensitivity of Simulation Results 

 Much as before, a reference simulation was established as a starting point before 

attempting to test and improve the components of the transport model.  This simulation is 

show in Figrues 3A and 3B.  

This simulation uses the most basic form the paleoclassic model written by Dr. 

Bateman.  This subroutine is listed as paleo_0.f and the model file is saved as fsa1k2.  

Finally, the input for the critical pressure gradient in the alpha_bal_c.f subroutine was set 

to 4.7.  The electron pedestal matches well with experimental data, but because of the 

steep gradient the ion temperature pedestal predicted by the simulation is narrower and 

lower than the corresponding experimental data.   

 Using this simulation as a starting point, new simulations were carried out with 

changes in the thermal transport model in an attempt to produce a more theoretically 

sound model that also results in a closer fit with the experimental data.  A major problem 

with the reference simulation is that there is an obvious flaw in the neoclassical model.  

Also, the paleoclassic model implemented is a very basic model and does not take many 

physical effects such as an inward pinch on the transport into effect.  Because of this Dr. 

Bateman wrote newer and more theoretically sound versions of the paleoclassic model.  

These, along with changes to the neoclassical and other transport models, were tested 

against experimental data taken from multiple discharges in both the DIIID and the JET 

tokamaks. 

Discharges Simulated 
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 Instead of looking only at one set of experimental data versus simulation, my 

research now enveloped multiple discharges from multiple tokamaks.  Very well 

documented data from DIIID discharge 98889 is the original experimental data that 

ASTRA simulations were compared to.  After significant analysis was completed, 

simulations were also carried out for three other DIIID discharges as well as three JET 

discharges.  The following is a list of the discharges used. 

  DIIID discharge 98889 

  DIIID discharge 77557 

  DIIID discharge 77559 

  DIIID discharge 99411 

     JET discharge 38285 

     JET discharge 38407 

     JET discharge 32745 

 

 After the initial set of simulations were carried out for DIIID discharge 98889, 

DIIID discharge 77557 was found particularly useful for examining the effects of 

changes to the transport model.  The last section of this paper is composed of graphs for 

simulations involving different setups for discharge 77557 and written descriptions of the 

effects for the changes in each setup.  During September and October 2005, many initial 

problems were found and corrected that allowed for the effects of each constituent piece 

of the transport model to be analyzed.   

4:  Changes to Models 

 Elm Crash 

Simulations up to this point used a model for ELM crashes that reduced the 

temperature in the edge of the plasma by 60% whenever the gradient rose above a critical 

value set in the model file.  Experimental data shows that ELMs do not reduce the 

temperature in a plasma this dramatically, but only by about 25%.  In light of this, the 
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subroutine that controls this, elm_p1.f, was altered so that it only reduces the edge by 

25% during an ELM crash. 

Electron Thermal Gradient (ETG) Mode 

 The research showed that implementing the paleoclassic model with the ETG 

mode turned off increased agreement with experimental data for DIIID discharge 98889 

in the pedestal.  However, the inner plasma core temperatures rose up to two and three 

times the experimental value when the ETG mode was turned off across the entire 

plasma.  To reduce the core temperature while keeping the pedestals relatively 

unchanged, the ETG model subroutine was edited so that it affected only the inner 80% 

of the plasma.  The following change was made to the subroutine file etg_pc.f 

  Original line 33  j = 1, NA 

  Edited line 33   j = 1, 0.8*NA 

 This simple reduction in the length of the loop that systematically looks at every 

data point in the plasma stops the ETG mode from affecting the outer edge of the plasma. 

Paleoclassical Model 

 (A detailed description of the paleoclassic model is located in Appendix II) 

As stated before, the reference simulation utilizes the most basic form of the 

paleoclassic model written by Dr. Bateman.  This basic form of the model sets the ratio of 

nc / spitzer = 3.  This along with the lack of an inward pinch calculation on the thermal 

transport means that although the simulation matched experiment in the reference 

simulation, the theory was not completely sound.   

 After multiple improvements were implemented to the original paleoclassic 

model, Dr. Bateman created a new subroutine labeled paleo_2d.f.  This model includes a 
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precise calculation of nc / spitzer along with the effect of the inward pinch.  The use of 

this new paleoclassic model changed the temperature profiles dramatically, reducing both 

electron and ion pedestals considerably, and so multiple tests were run.   

 Heat pinch tests were run where the strength of the pinch was increased, turned 

completely off, and even reversed.  After these were completed it was clearly evident that 

the inward pinch is beneficial to the agreement with experimental data.  In these tests 

DIIID discharge 98889 was used and the input for alpha_bal_c.f subroutine was altered in 

each case to keep the elm period relatively constant and in agreement with data. 

 

Neoclassical Model 

 The most surprising and influential change in the transport model dealt with the 

neoclassical model.  The subroutine used, neocl_ic.f, set the last two data points for the 

neoclassical transport equal to 0.05 m^2/s.  Since the neoclassical model is very well 

known and accepted, these lines were changed to the following so that it would be 

calculated all the way through the plasma. 

 YXI(NA1) = YXI(NA) * (ROC/HRO –(NA-1)) + YXI(NA-1) * (NA-ROC/HRO) 

 A large part of this research stemmed off of the discovery of this problem and this 

change. 

 The change to neocl_ic.f changed the temperature profiles noticeably.  Even with 

all of the correct theory implemented, there was basically no ion pedestal, and a low 

electron pedestal.  This was especially the case for DIIID discharge77557.  One test 

revealed that the neoclassic diffusivity was very high at the edge, and reducing the 

pedestal heights and widths.  Figure 5 is the neoclassical diffusivity for discharge 77557 
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after neocl_ic.f was edited for better theory.  The profiles shown in Figure 6 are from the 

same simulation as Figure 5.  By placing an upper limit on the neoclassic diffusivity of 

0.2 m^2/s the ion pedestal rose dramatically and matched almost perfectly with 

experimental data.  Along with this, the electron pedestal also rose a small amount, 

increasing its agreement with experiment.  While there is no theory now as to why 

limiting the transport increased agreement between simulation and experiment so much, 

it worked very well and helped this research in analyzing the effect of changing the 

contribution to the total thermal diffusivity from each constituent input.  The profiles in 

Figure 7 show the simulation from which the sensitivity to each transport model will be 

tested while Figures 8 is the individual contributions to the electron diffusivity.   

 
Figure 5.  Neoclassical diffusivity output for simulation d3d77557test5.  
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Figure 6.  Temperature profiles for DIIID discharge 77557 with theoretically correct neoclassical 

diffusivity model, profile of which is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 7.  Saved as d3d77557_dec2.jpg from d3d77557test6.  Very close agreement in ion pedestal 

arose after neoclassical diffusivity was limited to 0.2 m^2/s.   
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Figure 8.  Contributions to Electron Diffusivity for d3d77557test6 (new reference simulation for 

sensitivity tests).  

 

 

 

5:  Sensitivities of Transport Models 

 The following analysis of the effects on the temperature profiles from changing 

contributions to the thermal diffusivity from different transport models are qualitative for 

the combination of all seven discharges mentioned previously.  While multiple references 

and graphs may refer to DIIID discharges 55775 and 98889, they are also true for the 

other discharges. 

Flow Shear 

 An increase in the flow shear coefficients for the subroutine fshear_p1.f  changed 

the temperature profiles as expected and “stiffened up” the profiles so that their curvature 
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was reduced throughout the plasma.  Specifically, the coefficients cv10, cv12, cv14, and 

cv16 were raised from 50, 20, 3000, and 1000 respectively to 5000, 2000, 30000, and 

10000 respectively.  The profiles in Figure 9 compared with the corresponding profiles in 

Figure 3 show the new temperature profiles resulting from this change to the model file.  

Figure 10 is the individual components to the electron diffusivity for this simulation. 

 The combination of a limit of 0.2 m^2/s on the neoclassic diffusivity combined 

with this increase in the flow shear coefficients resulted in the best simulation to date.  

The ASTRA simulation is saved as d3d77557test8 and the accompanying data and graphs 

are saved as d3d77557dec2_2.   
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Figure 9.   Increased Flow Shear coefficients “stiffen up” temperature profiles and result in better 

agreement with experiment. 
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Figure 10.  Contributions to Electron Diffusivity for d3d77557test8.  High Flow Shear reduced ITG 

and Resistive Ballooning diffusivities.   

 

 Figure 10 shows a significant problem; the paleoclassical diffusivity did not react 

the way we expected or wanted.  Although this simulation gave decent agreement with 

experiment in both electron and ion temperature, two abnormalities can be seen in this 

figure.  First, the jagged edges in the center of the plasma obviously show a simulation 

error when calculating the paleoclassical diffusivity.  Second, toward the outer edge of 

the plasma in this figure we see a sharp decline in the paleoclassical diffusivity.  This is 

the exact opposite of what we expected and were hoping for.  In theory the paleoclassical 

diffusivity should rise toward the outer edge, but the opposite happened in this 

simulation.  This was to be dealt with by using updated transport models.  But for now 

we continued to look at the different components in the overall diffusivity and their 

effects.   
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While increasing the flow shear decreased the RMS deviation in both profiles, it 

also made them so rigid that in many cases the curvature is very far off.  In some the 

profiles become so close to linear that there is no distinguishable ion pedestal.   Also, 

being that the ETG mode is not collision based we would expect the diffusivity from that 

model to decrease as that from the other models did.  In light of this a line in the model 

file should be wrote to add the flow shear affect onto the diffusivity found in the ETG 

mode subroutine.  However this is the best simulation to date with as much correct theory 

as possible. 

 Diffusivity Coefficients 

 All of the coefficients for the different transport models in the diffusivity equation 

have an inverse affect on the core temperatures.  There is if the coefficient in front of a 

diffusivity term is decreased, the core temperatures will increase.  The ETG mode no 

longer affects the pedestal at all, so changing the coefficient has no effect on the pedestal.  

The Resistive Ballooning mode has a negligible effect when the coefficient is altered.  

Changing the contribution of the neoclassic model has a huge affect on the temperature 

profile, as well the paleoclassic model also does.  Reducing the paleoclassic model 

contribution by 50% not only increased the electron temperature profile, but also reduced 

the curvature of both profiles even further from the effect that was observed when the 

flow shear coefficients were increased.  A result of this was a very high core ion 

temperature and no real pedestal formation.   

 The following list is composed of multiple tests performed on the reference 

simulation d3d77557test6.  The sensitivities are as follows: 
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--------------- 

Limiting neoclassic diffusivity to 0.2 m^2/s creates ion pedestal and raises electron 

pedestal to much better value.  Both profiles still undershoot 

 

------------------ 

Increasing flow shear coefficients by factors of 100 and 10 stiffens both profiles and the 

center of temperature profile rises to higher, better, values.  However, ion profile loses 

pedestal shape.  Electron pedestal is very close to value.   

 

------------------ 

Decrease in paleoclassic diffusivity by ½ raises electron pedestal as predicted, but also 

stiffens both profiles.  Ion temperature profile overshoots core much more and shape is 

reduced. 

 

------------------ 

Has neoclassical diffusivity limit raised to 0.5 m^2/s with raised flow shear coefficients.  

Temperatures throughout the plasma lowered.  RMS deviation looks like it has been 

reduced, but shape is still very rigid. 

 

------------------ 

Neoclassical diffusivity limit at 0.2 m^2/s and resistive ballooning mode put back on did 

nothing to the profile.  The resistive ballooning  mode does little to temperature profile. 

 

 

Plasma Current and Magnetic Fields 

 An increase in magnetic field (BTOR) and current (IPL) will result in an increase 

in the pedestal height and width because the Larmor radius is inversely proportional to 

both of these inputs.  In simulations 5test16 and 5test17 these were both doubled and then 

halved for the DIIID discharge 98889 to examine their effects.  Figure 11 compares the 

simulations that involved the normal, doubled, and halved magnetic field and current. 
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Figure 11.  File saved as BTORtemps.agr in w3.  Notice very dramatic changes in profile overall and 

pedestal region proportional to change in magnetic field and plasma current.  

 

6:  Simulations Using Astra 6 and Updated Paleoclassic Model 

 The last logical step in my tenure here was to use the most current versions of 

Astra and the transport models.  By switching to Astra 6 and new transport models, the 

research now shows the most theoretically sound calculations.  There are many important 

updates that have influenced the simulations. 

 Astra 6 takes the theoretical basis of Astra 5 and updates it with more complex 

and theoretical calculations.  Major updates have included a new equilibrium solver, 

some precision issues have been fixed, and more complete accuracy control has been 

implemented.  These changes were done because of existing collaboration between 
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Lehigh University and colleagues in Germany and Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory 

(PPPL). 

 Along with the changes to Astra, there are new and updated subroutines 

describing transport models.  First and foremost, the neoclassical problem described in 

section X has been fixed in the newest version of the subroutine.  Also, new ELM and 

other models have shown better agreement with experiment.  Lastly, our updated 

paleoclassic model has been reworked to widen the range of its applicability.  Where the 

older version was only applicable to the plasma edge but approximated for the whole 

plasma, now we can calculate the paleoclassical transport over the entire plasma profile.  

Also, the abnormality described in Figures 8 and 10 where the paleoclassical transport 

dropped off at the very outer edge has been fixed.  This is due to the neoclassical 

resistivity being calculated over the plasma radius instead of being approximated.   

 With these changes the research has been done using Astra 6 and the new 

transport model subroutines using the newest model file.  The new model file can be 

found as /mcfarland/projects/astra61/equ/fsa1c10 while the newest form used for the 

paleoclassical model is /mcfarland/projects/astra61/sbr/paleo_2d2.f.  Figure 12A shows 

the updated simulated profiles for DIIID discharge #77557 while Figure 12B shows only 

the edge region for the same simulation.  Finally, Figure 13 consists of the edge 

temperature profile and electron diffusitvities of a simulation using data from DIIID 

discharge #98889. 
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Figure 12A.  January 22, 2007 simulation for DIIID discharge 77557 using updated paleoclassical 

model and Astra 6. 
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Figure 12B.  Edge region of Figure X.  Updated paleoclassical model results in better curvature of 

pedestal in Te.  
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Figure 13: Edge electron temperature profile and diffusivity for simulation using data from DIIID 

discharge #98889. 

 

Appendix I : Simulations for 6 Discharges 

 The following are simulations for the six discharges besides DIIID discharge 

98889.  Each discharge is associated with the name of the saved ASTRA simulation that 

gave the best results and a description of the setup in the model file.  In some cases the 

shape may match experiment better while the same discharge could have a lower RMS 

deviation with an almost linear temperature profile. 

 

Discharge Simulation Name Notes and Setup 

DIIID 77557 d3d77557test8  Neoclassical Limit 0.2, Flow Shear high, little rigid 
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DIIID 77559 d3d77559test2  Ion pedestal only, came about because elms off 

  d3d77559test5  Electron pedestal good, Ion off.  Flow shear high,  

Neoclassical Limit 0.2,  Resistive ballooning on 

DIIID 99411 d3d99411test3 or 4 Neoclassical Limit 0.2, Paleoclassic coefficient 1.0 

     Resistive ballooning can be on.  Flow shear high. 

JET 38285 jet38285test3 or 4 Neoclassical Limit 0.2, Paleoclassic coefficient 1.0 

     Resistive ballooning can be on.  Flow shear high. 

JET 38407 jet38407test2  Perfect Shape of ion pedestal, but a little low.  

     Neoclassic Limit 0.2.  Normal Flow shear. 

  jet38407test4  Lower RMS deviation. 

     Neoclassical Limit 0.2, Paleoclassic coefficient 1.0 

     Resistive ballooning on.  Flow shear high. 

JET 32745 jet32745test2  Very good pedestals.   

     Neoclassic Limit 0.2.  Normal Flow shear. 

  jet32745test3 or 4 Overall agreement good. 

     Neoclassical Limit 0.2, Paleoclassic coefficient 1.0 

     Resistive ballooning can be on.  Flow shear high. 

 

Appendix II : Basic Description of Paleoclassic Model 

 The paleoclassic transport model [
iii

,
iv

] is a transport model that affects the 

electron thermal transport and, consequently, the electron temperature profile almost 

exclusively.  After traveling an average collision length of   



electrons will collide and, as a results, diffuse away from the plasma core and toward the 

plasma edge.  In this equation ne is the electron density, Te is the electron temperature, 

and Zeff is the effective charge of ionized particles in the plasma.  Following the outflow 

of electrons, the magnetic field lines that guide the plasma diffuse radially with a length 

of 

 

where is the normalized electromagnetic skin depth.  Limiting Regimes of 

the paleoclassic electron heat diffusivity are 
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 Here the electron diffusivity from the paleoclassical model, , is related to the 

plasma frequency, p, and the neoclassical parallel resistivity, .  The edge section of 

which is comprised of the magnetic field diffusivity represented by  

 

 

 Since the electrical resistivity of a plasma scales like  

Te
-3/2

, the resistivity is higher in lower temperature regions, and lower in higher 

temperature regions.  Consequently the diffusion is larger toward the edge of the plasma, 

where the temperatures are many times lower than at the plasma core.  The resistive 

diffusion can be strong enough in the plasma edge to dominate the transport.  As the 

strength of this diffusion increases, more electrons will flow toward the outer edge, 

decreasing the temperature gradient at the very edge of the plasma; therefore widening 

the electron pedestal. 

 

 

Appendix III: Pedestal Utility 

PEDESTAL 

This utility is stored in the w3 under /home/mcfarland/Codes/Astra5/Compare 
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 The program takes temperature profile data and calculates the ion and electron 

pedestal heights and widths using a Root Mean Squared fit with linear curves. the 

program then runs the data through a  
2
 test.  The program steps inward from the edge of 

the plasma.  Once the extrapolated curve deviates enough from the data, the program 

saves the data points and then calculates the pedestal heights and widths.   

 Currently the program is fairly crude.  The data must be aligned very properly for 

this to work.  More specifically, there must be a # symbol used as the very first character 

of the document.  The data then sits on the lines below in the fashion as follows.  There 

must be two spaces to begin with, then the minor radius, two spaces, ion temperature, two 

more spaces, and then finally the electron temperature.  All data is also to four significant 

figures.  Here is an example of the first few lines of a working temperature profile data 

set. 

#    a        Ti        Te 

  .0025  5.523  4.344 

  .0085  5.515  4.287 

  .0123  5.478  4.150 

etc. 

 

To use this program one must do the following.   

1. Have the utility and the temperature profile data file saved in the same directory 

2. Type ./pedestal 

3. Type the name of the temperature profile data file 

4. Read the output from the file labeled “output” 

 

An example of the output is as follows: 

 

The file you opened was: temps8 

The electron pedestal heights and widths are: 0.7561 and: 0.0241 (respectively) 

The ion pedestal heights and widths are: 0.8774 and: 0.0181 (respectively) 
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As stated before, this is a very crude model.  There are others developed within Astra and 

by other physicists that may be more precise. 

 

Appendix IV: fsa1c10 Model File 

!*********************CHANGES FROM FSA1************************* 

!  Changed NTRIT=0 and computed NDEUT and NIZ1 from zeff and 

! charge neutrality 

!  Changed ER=...VTOR/RTOR... to ER = ...VTOR... since the input 

! files are in radians per second and not meters.sec around the torus 

!  Removed many commented out lines that were used in previous 

! versions to reduce clutter. These lines are still in fsa1.  

!*************************************************************** 

 

!Definitions: 

! ke_itg = chi_electron_itg mode 

! rb - resistive balooning 

! nc - neoclassical 

 

!fsa WITH mshear_sp (increase of magnetic shear outside .95) 

!   rearranged and more annotated 

!   setting NTRIT=0 as d3d and most jet discharges use no tritium 

!================================================================= 

! CAR1 - parrallel resistivity from MCLASS  

! CAR3 - neoclassical electron convection velocity 

! CAR4 - neoclassical ion convection velocity 

! CAR5 - Bootstrap current from NCLASS 

! CAR6 - Current conductivity from NCLASS 

! CAR7 - ke_nc 

! CAR8 - ki_nc 

! CAR9 =  paleoclassical heat pinch 

! 

! CAR10 = \eta_{neoclassical} / \eta_{Spitzer} 

! CAR11 = \lambda_e / ( \pi * R * q ) 

! CAR12 - CAR10 * CAR11 

! 

! CAR13 = MHD alpha 

! CAR14 = critical alpha 

! CAR15 = ke_etg 

! CAR16 = chi_e from paleoclassical model 

! CAR17 = Ohmic heating 

! CAR18 = neoclassical electron current 

! CAR19 = neoclassical ion current 

! CAR20 = work array 

! CAR21 = ki_itg 

! CAR22 = ke_tem 

! CAR23 = work array 

! CAR24 = ki_rb 

! CAR25 = ke_rb 

! CAR26 = fsi_rb 

! CAR27 = fse_rb 

! CAR28 = fsi_itg 
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! CAR29 = fse_itg 

! CAR30 = rotational shear rate formula(1/s) 

! CAR31 = magnetic shear 

!================================================================= 

! Test of new shear funcion (fsnew_test4), 

! with arbitrary power depo 

! Model for ELMs is implemented 

! DIII-D geometry is taken as an example 

! scan in plasma parameters 

!  with anomalous and NCL transport at the edge 

! for NCL transport the constant in fshear_new1.f is adjusted 

!================================================================= 

 

MESHEQ=1; 

dpout=0.01!-0.009*fjump(0.08)!-0.002*fjump(0.2);  

 !Time interval for profile storing 

 

!=============== Plasma species =================== 

ZEF=ZEFX;   !Effective Charge 

NE:AS;  

NE=NEX;           !Electron Density 

  

AMAIN=AMJ;  ZMAIN=ZMJ; !Main Ion Mass/Mproton & Main ion charge 

 

ZIM1=6.0;      !Loads 1st impurity charge from input 

 

NTRIT=CAR14X;  !Tritium density 

NALF=CAR15X; !alpha particle density 

NHYDR=CAR16X; !Density of Hydrogen 

 

NIZ1 = ((ZEF-1.)*NE - ZIM2*(ZIM2-1)*NIZ2 -  2.*NALF)  / (ZIM1*(ZIM1-

1.)); 

NDEUT = NE - NHYDR - NTRIT - 2.*NALF - ZIM1*NIZ1 - ZIM2*NIZ2; 

 !Computes density of ion impurity and deuterium 

 !based on zeff & then charge neutrality 

 

NI=NDEUT+NTRIT+NALF+NIZ1+NIZ2;  !Total Ion Density 

 

!============= Heat sources =============== 

CF1=1; !Ion heating coefficient 

CF2=1; !Electron heating coefficient 

 !Heating power for neoclassical transport 

!============================================== 

 

TE:EQ; TE=TEX; TEB=TEXB; 

!Sets electron temp. profile to experimental from input file 

 

PET=-PEI; 

 !PET = Electron-Ion heat exchange due to 

 !coulombic collisions 

 

PE=POH-PET*TI+CF2*CAR10X-PRAD; !All MW/m^3 

!PE = ohmic - (e-i_heat*ion_temp)+(elec_heat*beam heating)-radiated 

power 

 !POH - power from ohmic heating 

 !CAR10X - Beam Heating of electrons 

 !PRAD - Radiation power 
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TI:EQ; TI=TIX; TIB=TEXB; 

!Sets ion temp. profile to experimental from input file 

 

PIT=PET; 

 !Sets ion heat exchange 

 

PI=CF1*CAR9X-PET*TE; !All MW/m^3 

 !CAR9X - Beam heating of ions 

 

!=============== Electric field ===================== 

VTOR=VTORX;              

!Sets VTOR to exp. from input file(in rad/sec currently) 

 

CAR23=VPSWW; 

SMELIM(CAR23, 0D0, 5D1, 0D0, 5D-3):;  !CAR21 = ki_itg 

VPOL=CAR23; 

!VPSWW - Neoclassical formula for poloidal rotation velocity 

 

ER=BTOR*(FRS*MU*VTOR+VDIA-VPOL); 

 !For VTOR in rad/sec 

 !VDIA - diamagnetic velocity 

 !FRS - radius at auxiliary grid points 

 !MU - Inverse safety factor 

 

!CAR30=ROTSH; 

 !CAR30 = rotational shear rate formula(1/s) 

CAR31=SHEAR;                !   magnetic shear 

mshear_sp1(0.70, CAR31):;       ! increase of magn. shear outside 

0.95 

rot_sh(CAR31,ER,CAR30):; 

!============================================================ 

 

 

!================ Transport coefficients=====================  

!from MMM (diag. terms) used for shear correction only 

 

mmm4c1:;  ! version with diagonal matrix 

CAR21="work(j,20)";  

SMELIM(CAR21, 0D0, 5D1, 0D0, 5D-3):;  !CAR21 = ki_itg 

CAR22="work(j,22)"; 

SMELIM(CAR22, 0D0, 5D1, 0D0, 5D-3):;  !CAR22 = ke_tem 

CAR24="work(j,24)"; 

SMELIM(CAR24, 0D0, 5D1, 0D0, 5D-3):;  !CAR24 = ki_rb 

CAR25="work(j,26)"; 

SMELIM(CAR25, 0D0, 5D1, 0D0, 5D-3):;  !CAR25 = ke_rb 

 

VF1=-VP*SQEPS;  

 !SQEPS = sqrt(a/R)=sqrt(AMETR/RTOT), inverse aspect ratio 

 !VP = pinch velocity(m/s) 

!================================================================ 

 

!=============== ETG from Horton et al ==================== 

!CAR31=SHEAR;                !   magnetic shear 

!mshear_sp1(0.8, CAR31):;       ! increase of magn. shear outside 

0.9 

ETG_PC(CAR31, CAR15, DBLE(.005)):; !CAR15 =ke_etg 
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!rot_sh(CAR31,ER,CAR30):; 

!=================================================================== 

 

! neoclassics from NCLASS 

NEOCL2P(CAR5,CAR6,CAR7,CAR3,CAR8,CAR4):0.001:::; 

 !CAR5 - Bootstrap current from NCLASS 

 !CAR6 - Current conductivity from NCLASS 

 !CAR7 - ke_nc 

 !CAR3 - nc electron convection velocity 

 !CAR8 - ki_nc 

        !CAR4 - nc ion convection velocity 

CAR1=1/"work(j,303)" 

 

!================ Paleoclassical model from Callen =================== 

 

GN2E = 1.0; 

! Electron thermal heat pinch convective coefficients 

 

PALEO_2D2(CAR16,CAR9,CAR10,CAR11,CAR12):;  

! CAR16 = chi_e from paleoclassical model 

! CAR9 =  paleoclassical heat pinch 

! CAR10 = \eta_{neoclassical} / \eta_{Spitzer} 

! CAR11 = \lambda_e / ( \pi * R * q ) 

! CAR12 = 1.5 * z_spitzer_mu_0 

 

!============================================================== 

 

!============= New shear correction with MMM transport

 ============ 

! initial coefficients for the shear function 

cv9=-0.;  cv10=50.; 

cv11=-0.; cv12=20.; 

cv13=-0.; cv14=3000; 

cv15=-0.; cv16=1000; 

fshear_p1(CAR30, CAR31, CAR21, CAR28, 'ITG', cv9,  cv10, 1D-3)::::;  

fshear_p1(CAR30, CAR31, CAR22, CAR29, 'ITG', cv11, cv12, 1D-3)::::;  

fshear_p1(CAR30, CAR31, CAR24, CAR26, 'RB ', cv13, cv14, 1D-3)::::;  

fshear_p1(CAR30, CAR31, CAR25, CAR27, 'RB ', cv15, cv16, 1D-3)::::;  

 ! CAR26 = fsi_rb 

 ! CAR27 = fse_rb 

 ! CAR28 = fsi_itg 

 ! CAR29 = fse_itg 

!fshear_p1(Rot_shear,Mag_shear,chi_input,fs_output,mode,coefficients) 

 

 

 

 

!============================================================== 

 

!============  peeling-ballooning stability =============== 

CAR17=CUOHM;  !CAR17 = Ohmic heating 

CAR13=ALMHD;  !CAR13 = MHD alpha 

CV3=WTOTB;  !CV3 = bulk thermal energy 

CV4=CF1+CF2+QOHB; 

!CV4 = Ion + Electron + bulk ohmic heating 

Hwidth_p2(CAR13,CF10,CF11,CF12,CF13,CF14,CF15,CV6)::; ! Fn8 

!Hwidth_p(MHD_alpha,alpha_cr,width_ped_Te,width_ped_Ti,width_ped_ne, 
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! Te_ped,Ti_ped,ne_ped,yxpr,yxalfa) 

 

alpha_bal_c(SHEAR,CAR14,4.7D0,1.5D0):; 

 

ELM_P2(CAR31, CAR13, CAR17, CV3, CV4, .4D0, TEO, TIO, CV5):.01:.01;   

 ! effect of ELM on thermal transport 

!ELM_P1(mag_shear,MHD_alpha,ohmic_heat,bulk_thermal_e,tot_heating_power

, 

! ydp_c,ypeelcr,te,ti,ypeel,alpha_cr,elm_width) 

 

! car14 - critical alpha, CV3 - bulk energy, CV4 - heat power, CV5 - 

width 

! CV7 - ratio from peeling criterion 

 

!======== Transport coefficients with shear correction 

 

 

UPDATECHI(XI,HE)::; 

HE=CAR22*CAR29 + CAR15*CAR27 + CAR16 + CAR7; 

!HE = ke_itg*fse_itg + ke_rb*fse_rb + ke_etg + ke_nc  

! HE = the electron thermal diffusivity 

 

! Electron thermal heat pinch 

!VF2 = 1.0*CAR9; 

 

CE=CAR3; 

!CE = neoclassical electron current 

 

XI=CAR21*CAR28 + CAR26*CAR24 + CAR8; 

!XI = ki_itg*fsi_itg + ki_rb*fsi_rb + ki_nc 

!CI=CAR4;  

!CI = neoclassical ion current 

 

!CU:EQ; CC=CNHR;CU=CUX; 

MU=1/CAR2X; 

 !CNHR - neoclassical conductivitycd ... 

 

CD=CAR1X;   !Beam current(Amps/m^2) 

HC=HCKIM; !Electrical particle convection neoclassical Kim 

DC=DCKIM; !Electrical particle convection neoclassical Kim 

!Same titles, slightly different formulas?? 

XC=XCKIM; !Electrical heat convection neoclassical Kim 

 

!Total Pressure(for diagnostic) 

 

 

!============================================================== 

  Radial output 

Ti\TI\\TIX; ki\XI;  kitg\CAR21;  kirb\CAR24\; 

Ni\NI;  kinc\CAR8; fsi\CAR28*CAR21\; fsir\CAR26*CAR24\; 

Te\TE\\TEX; ke\HE;  ktem\CAR22;  ketg\CAR15\; 

Ne\NE;  kenc\CAR7; fse\CAR29*CAR22\; fset\CAR27*CAR15\; 

 

vpal\CAR9; Er\-ER;   ErVt\BTOR*FRS*MU*VTOR/RTOR;

 rs_a\CAR10; 

kpal\CAR16; Vneo\-VP*SQEPS;  Tria\TRIA;   wExB\ROTSH; 

sptz\CAR12; ErVd\-BTOR*VDIA\-7; ErVp\-BTOR*VPOL;  rs_n\CAR12; 
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lrat\CAR11; vr\vr;   Elon\ELON;  

 kbal\CAR22*CAR29+CAR27*CAR15+CAR7+CAR16; 

 

shif\SHIF;  sm\SHEAR\8; gal\HNGSI\-11;  jnbi\CAR1X\-12; 

Zef\ZEF;  Les\CAR11X; ch\HCHGP\-11;  jcal\CU\-4; 

beta\BETAJ;  smn\CAR31\8; xch\XCH86\-11;  jbsN\CAR5\-

12; 

Prad\Prad;  Lem\CAR12X; kiNC\CAR8\-11;  jbs\CUBS\\CAR14X; 

 

alfa\CAR13\7;  QI\QITOT; RHO\RHO;  Qcl\QEICL; 

joh\CAR17;   Qoh\QOH; EQPF\EQPF;  SLAT\SLAT; 

alfB\CAR14\7;  QE\QETOT; jtl\cu\\cux; 

 q\1/MU\\car2x; 

!============================================================== 

  Time output 

Te0_TEC_-1;  Ti0_TIC_-1;  ne0_NEC;  q0_1/MUC; 

Te95_TE(0.95*ABC)_-1; Ti95_TI(0.95*ABC)_-1; ne05_NE(0.5*ABC);

 Zeff_ZEFB; 

 

Snbi_;   Pi_CF1*VINT(CAR9XB); betj_BETAJB; 

 wE09_CAR30(0.9*ABC); 

<ne>_NEAVB;  Pe_CF2*VINT(CAR10XB);

 n/nG_NECHC/(10.*ITOTB/3.14/ABC/ABC); wE09_CAR30(CV6*ABC); 

  

Te8_TE(0.8*ABC); Te90_TE(0.9*ABC); Ti8_TI(0.8*ABC); Ti90_TI(0.9*ABC); 

Te85_TE(0.85*ABC); Te95_TE(0.95*ABC); Ti85_TI(0.85*ABC);

 Ti95_TI(0.95*ABC); 

  

sma_SHEAR(CF16*ABC); sm85_SHEAR(0.85*ABC); sm90_CAR31(0.9*ABC);

 sm95_SHEAR(0.95*ABC); 

ala_CAR13(CF16*ABC); alba_CAR14(CF16*ABC); j90_CU(0.9*ABC);

 j95_CU(0.95*ABC);   

 

jbsa_CUBS(CF16*ABC); jbsp_CUBS(CV6*ABC); ja_CU(CF16*ABC);

 jbs95_CUBS(0.95*ABC); 

joha_CAR17(CF16*ABC); johp_CUBS(CV6*ABC); jp_CU(CV6*ABC);   

 joh95_CAR17(0.95*ABC); 

 

 

Wedg_WTOTB-WTOT(0.8*ABC); ; 

Wblk_WTOTB;  dW_(WTOTB-WTOT(0.8*ABC))/(WTOTB+0.0001);

 Delm_CV5/ABC; Ptot_CV4; 

 

al8_CAR13(0.8*ABC); al85_CAR13(0.85*ABC); xpTi_CF11; Tip_CF14;       

; 

al9_CAR13(0.9*ABC); al95_CAR13(0.95*ABC); xpTe_CF10; Tep_CF13;       

Nep_CF15;  

       

kp9_CAR16(.9*ABC); kn9_CAR7(.9*ABC);

 kr9_CAR27(.9*ABC)*CAR25(.9*ABC); 

kt9_CAR29(.9*ABC)*CAR22(.9*ABC); khe9_HE(.9*ABC); 
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Appendix V: paleo_2d.f Subroutine 

 

! Paleoclassical transport model by J.D. Callen 

! implemented by Bateman 16:00 20 Sept 2005 

! 

      SUBROUTINE paleo_2d ( ychepa, yvelpa 

     &   , z_eta_ratio, z_L_ratio, z_temp ) 

! 

! Output: 

!   ychepa = electron thermal diffusivity array [m^2/s] 

!   yvelpa = electron thermal heat pinch [m/s] 

! 

! 

!--------1---------2---------3---------4---------5---------6---------7-

c 

! 

 include 'for/parameter.inc' 

 include 'for/const.inc' 

 include 'for/status.inc' 

! 

       DOUBLE PRECISION ychepa(*), yvelpa(*) 

! 

! ychepa(j) = electron thermal diffusivity array [m^2/s] 

! 

       DOUBLE PRECISION  z_eta_ratio(*), z_L_ratio(*), z_temp(*) 

! 

! z_eta_ratio(j) = neoclassical resistivity / Spitzer resistivity 

! z_L_ratio(j) = L / ( pi * R * q ) 

! z_temp(j) = 1.5 * z_spitzer_mu_0 

! 

       DOUBLE PRECISION  z_eta_0_mu_0 

! 

! z_eta_0_mu_0 = eta_0 / mu_0 

! 

       DOUBLE PRECISION  z_spitzer_mu_0, zlambda_e, z_l, zln_lambda 

! 

! z_spitzer_mu_0 = eta_Spitzer / mu_0 

! zlambda_e  = \lambda_e \equiv v_{the} / \nu_e 

! z_L        = L = min ( zlambda_e, z_pi R q n_max 

! z_n_max    = n_max 

! zln_lambda = \ln \Lambda / 17. 

! 

       DOUBLE PRECISION z_fc, z_ft_fc, z_mu_eta, z_eps, z_nu_star, 

z_eff 

! 

! z_fc     = f_c 

! z_ft_fc  = f_t / f_c 

! z_mu_eta = \mu_e / \nu_e 

! z_eps    = max ( r / R, 0.05 ) 

! z_eff    = Z_effective 

! 
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       DOUBLE PRECISION z_eta_spitzer_eta_0, z_eta_nc_eta_0 

! 

! z_eta_spitzer_eta_0 = eta_Spitzer / eta_0 

! z_eta_nc_eta_0 = eta_neoclassical / eta_0 

! 

       DOUBLE PRECISION   zlambda_e, zln_lambda, z_eta_nc_sp 

! 

! zlambda_e  = \lambda_e \equiv v_{the} / \nu_e 

! zln_lambda = \ln \Lambda / 17. 

! z_eta_nc_sp = eta_neoclassical / eta_Spitzer 

! 

       DOUBLE PRECISION z_scale 

! 

! z_scale = scale factor in front of transport 

! 

       DOUBLE PRECISION z_gte 

! 

       DOUBLE PRECISION z_pi, z_mu_0 

! 

! z_pi   = pi 

! z_mu_0 = vacuum magnetic permeability = 4 pi X 10^{-7} 

! 

       z_pi = 3.14159265359 

       z_mu_0 = 4.0e-7 * z_pi 

! 

       z_scale = 0.5 

! 

       DO j=1,NA+1 

! 

         zln_lambda = 1.0 

! 

         z_eff = ZEF(j) 

! 

!  Try z_eff = 1.0, for now 

! 

!         z_eff = 1.0 

! 

         zlambda_e  = 1.2e16 * ( 1.0e3 * TE(j) )**2 / 

     &     ( NE(j) * 1.0e19 * z_eff * zln_lambda ) 

! 

         z_eta_0_mu_0 = 1.4e3 * z_eff * zln_lambda / 

     &     ( 1.0e3 * TE(j) )**(1.5) 

! 

         z_fc = (1.0-sqeps(j)**2)**2 / 

     &     ( sqrt(1.0-sqeps(j)**4) 

     &     * ( 1.0 + 1.46 * sqeps(j) + 0.2*sqeps(j)**2 ) ) 

! 

         z_ft_fc = ( 1.0 - z_fc ) / z_fc 

! 

         z_eps = max ( sqeps(j)**2, 0.05 ) 

! 

         z_nu_star = RTOR / ( MU(j) * z_eps**(1.5) * zlambda_e ) 

! 

         z_mu_eta = ( z_eff + sqrt(2.0) - log(1.0+sqrt(2.0)) ) 

     &     * z_ft_fc 

     &     / ( z_eff * ( 1.0 + sqrt(z_nu_star) + z_nu_star ) ) 

! 
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! Note: z_mu_eta \aprox 1.5 * z_ft_fc for z_nu_star = 0 and zef=1 

! 

         z_eta_spitzer_eta_0 = ( sqrt(2.0) + z_eff ) 

     &     / ( sqrt(2.0) + 13.0 * z_eff / 4.0 ) 

! 

! Note, for 1.0 <= z_eff <= infinity 

!  1.9320 <= z_eta_spitzer_eta_0 <= 0.30769 

! 

         z_eta_nc_eta_0 = z_eta_spitzer_eta_0 + z_mu_eta 

! 

         z_eta_ratio(j) = z_eta_nc_eta_0 / z_eta_spitzer_eta_0 

         z_temp(j) = 1./(work(j,303)*z_eta_spitzer_eta_0) 

! 

         z_eta_spitzer_mu_0 = z_eta_spitzer_eta_0 * z_eta_0_mu_0 

! 

         z_n_max = 10.0 

! 

! For now, just use z_L = zlambda_e 

! 

!         z_L = min ( zlambda_e, z_pi * RTOR * z_n_max / MU(j) ) 

! 

         z_L = zlambda_e 

! 

         z_L_ratio(j) = z_L * MU(j) / 

     &       ( z_pi * RTOR ) 

! 

! Electron thermal diffusivity from Eq. 55 in 

! J. Callen, Nuclear Fusion 45 (2005) 1120--1130 

! 

!         ychepa(j) = z_scale * 1.5 * z_eta_spitzer_mu_0 

!     &    * ( 1.0 + z_eta_ratio(j) * z_L_ratio(j) ) 

         ychepa(j) = z_scale * 1.5 * z_eta_spitzer_mu_0 

     &    * ( 1.0 + z_temp(j) * z_L_ratio(j) ) 

! 

!..temporarily reset z_eta_ratio(j) for diagnostic purposes 

! 

c         z_temp(j) = z_scale * 1.5 * z_eta_spitzer_mu_0 

c         z_temp(j) = CAR1(j)/z_eta_spitzer_eta_0 

! 

       ENDDO 

! 

!..compute heat pinch 

! 

       DO j=2,NA+1 

! 

         yvelpa(j) = 4.0 * ( vr(j) * NE(j) * ychepa(j) 

     &                 - vr(j-1) * NE(j-1) * ychepa(j-1) ) 

     &     / ( ( vr(j) + vr(j-1) ) * ( ne(j) + ne(j-1) ) 

     &         * ( rho(j) - rho(j-1) ) ) 

! 

       ENDDO 

! 

       yvelpa(1) = 0.0 

       ychepa(1) = 0.0 

 

! 

!..For now, include heat pinch in the electron thermal diffusivity 
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! 

c       DO j=2,NA+1 

! 

c         z_gte = ( TE(j) - TE(j-1) ) * 2.0 

c     &    / ( ( rho(j) - rho(j-1) ) * ( TE(j) + TE(j-1) ) ) 

! 

c         z_gte = max ( abs( z_gte ), 1.0 / ABC ) 

c     &     * sign( 1.0, z_gte ) 

! 

c         ychepa(j) = max( 0.0, ychepa(j) 

c     &     + yvelpa(j) / z_gte ) 

! 

c       ENDDO 

! 

! 

       RETURN 

       END 
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